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Pouilly-sur-Loire / Couargues / Sancerre
La Loire à Vélo - Loire Valley by bike

Départ
Pouilly-sur-Loire

Durée
42 min

Niveau
I cycle often

Arrivée
Sancerre

Distance
10,75 Km

Thématique
In the vineyards, Nature &
small heritage

This is a short, easy Loire à Vélo stage, encouraging you to
enter Sancerre’s glorious hilly countryside and taste its famed
wines. Here you can mix cycling with gastronomy and
oenology, of course making sure you drink in moderation! A
detour up to the historic town of Sancerre itself is highly
recommended.

Route

Take care crossing the bridge over the Loire at Pouilly.
Otherwise, there are no difficulties on this stage, unless you
are bold enough to take on the steep route up to the town of
Sancerre.

Link

There are two ways up to the town of Sancerre: via the lower
town of St-Satur, going via the old viaduct; or via a greenway
signposted from the Canal Latéral à la Loire to the north of St-
Satur (coming from the direction of Briare).

Railway station SNCF

Tracy-sur-Loire train stop. All TER regional trains in
Burgundy take bikes, but spaces are limited. Intercités trains
run Paris > Cosne > Nevers and have spaces for bikes that
you must book in advance.

Don’t miss

Couargues: the Val de Loire Nature Reserve, with unspoilt
islands and guided tours possible
Ménétréol: with a port on the canal, plus the îles de la
Gargaude islands
St-Satur: a lively little town beside the Loire, with its attractive
St-Thibault marina, St Guinefort Church and a pretty viaduct
(leading up to Sancerre)
Sancerre: a beautiful, vine-surrounded medieval hilltop town
with glorious views, especially from the historic Caesar’s
Gateway and the Tour des Fiefs tower, plus wine museum,
cellars and shops.

Market

Sancerre : Tuesday and Saturday morning

Tourist Information centre

St-Satur : +33 (0)2 48 54 01 30
Sancerre : +33 (0)2 48 54 08 21

 

 



Voie cyclable
Liaisons
Sur route
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